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1 Team Rainbow Background
After extensive community discussions in
2016, Mr Michael Read took the initiative to
host a public meeting on 16 March 2017, for
Rainbow Beach (‘Rainbow’, as the village is
known, colloquially) business owners and
interested residents, to come up with
strategies to deal with the ebb and flow of
the tourism industry. A meeting was held in
the function room at Coffee Rocks @
Rainbow and some long-time business
owners commented they had never seen so
many local operators in the one room at a
meeting. The meeting was the idea of local
businessmen and women who felt something
needed to be done to bring more visitors to
town and in turn, help all businesses to
improve their off-peak times.
There were 78 business owners or their
representatives at the meeting, where
attendees were walked through a network
idea with an on-screen presentation. The
network would create a group of businesses
who committed to working together to
promote each other's businesses. A jointly
funded, local contract marketing manager
would work to bring more visitors to Rainbow
via events, online marketing, corporate
business and other methods.
The role would be, but not limited to, helping
with existing events, bringing events to town,
running regular meetings, keeping business
owners up-to-date, helping new and existing
businesses, attending trade shows to
promote network members, and working with
tourism bodies and local council on town
issues.

Michael presented with slides, discussing the
goal of TR to highlight the Rainbow
community and create a network to promote
tourism and build business in the area. The
network, Team Rainbow, arose out of
frustrations many proprietors in the area were
feeling.
Attendees reported a growing
perception that resources were only being
allocated to a small fraction of businesses
operating in Rainbow.

Michael Read @ Coffee Rocks with Chris and Matt

Just prior to this meeting, TR had already
convinced the organisers of a Triathlon event
to return to Rainbow on 2-3 September 2017,
after vowing not to return, after their last
experience of being treated poorly by several
businesses in Rainbow.
The necessary
change in culture energised business owners,
particularly those just starting out in the area.
Despite the long time it took for the group to
actually materialise, the timing was fortunate
as investors look at the Sunshine Coast and
Rainbow Beach in particular as the next boom
town for Queensland.

"It's an encouraging sign for the area when
Rainbow is being called the next Byron Bay,”
Mr Read said, as reported in the Gympie
It was also suggested to build a website to Times, Cooloola Advertiser, and the Sunshine
be the face of Rainbow. The group wants to Coast Daily newspapers.
incorporate as many local businesses into
the network as possible.
The next step for TR was to bridge the divide
with the Rainbow Beach Commerce and
A follow-up meeting was held at the same Tourism (RBCT) Committee, with the end goal
venue, on 12 April 2017, for those persons that the Team continues as a sub-committee,
who completed an EOI Form as their as voted at the meeting with TR waiting for
commitment to formally join the new group. RBCT’s Committee, to meet.
At this meeting, attendees voted to form
Team Rainbow (TR), to come together in the
The RBCT refused to meet with TR. At the
name of common good and mutual support.
next RBCT meeting, Michael Read tabled
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20+ signed proxies that were ignored. In
summary, the meeting was witnessed as
being unconstitutional, paving the way for TR
to proceed, independently.

When and where appropriate, Team Rainbow
serves as influencer and enabler for inclusive
sport to clubs and individuals, organisations,
government and the corporate sector.

2 About Team Rainbow Inc
Founded in 2017, Team Rainbow promotes
tourism, business, sport, fitness and healthy
lifestyles among Rainbow Beach’s diverse
community. We help connect and promote
member organisations that are nondiscriminatory and welcome the participation
of all people. We support inclusion and
diversity.

Team
Rainbow
is
a
not-for-profit
organisation staffed by volunteers. Team
Rainbow
represents
its
member
organisations at international, inclusive,
sporting events, such as the long running,
Gay Games – the World’s largest Sporting
and Cultural Event.

Tom Waddell, Gay Games Founder

Here is a link to Team Rainbow's Constitution.
2.1 About Rainbow Beach
Rainbow is a beach-side village with all the
allure of a bygone era. Simple pleasures
abound, and the charmed essence of relaxed,
lazy afternoons is evident. The village’s
population comprises long-term residents, sea
changers and a significant backpacker
population. Although Rainbow is quiet and
peaceful, the area hosts an active, healthy,
recreation loving population.
The original Gay Olympic Games 1 logo
Daz with Sara Waddell Lewinstein
(wife of Founder of Gay Games)

We achieve this objective by hosting and
promoting events and, welcoming and
encouraging new members.

Team Rainbow Inc
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destination, and to maximise opportunities
from customer visitation.
2.3 Philosophy and Aims of TR’s Concept
Team Rainbow’s intent is to unite residents of
Rainbow as a Team and be inclusive in its
practices.
The following are TR’s aims:
 To promote tourism and business
opportunities in Rainbow, by matching
experiences with customer expectations.
 To encourage and promote community
participation in both competitive and noncompetitive aspects of sports and related
social activities at club, state, national and
international level.
 As it determines on a case-by-case basis,
TR may choose to associate itself by
Rainbow has a history of hosting sporting
membership or affiliation with national and
teams and associated events; Team
international event organisers and actively
Rainbow would like to expand on this
assist its members to participate in such
background, eg:
events.
Rainbow Beach’s famous Coloured Sands

 To act as the coordinating and controlling
authority in the conduct of carnivals/events
and related social activities. When acting in
this capacity, TR may require that any
competition is conducted under the rules of
the relevant controlling body for the
particular activity.
This plan is in line with the objectives outlined
in the Gympie Regional Council’s "Our
Towns" Sustainable Centres Program, eg:


Villages are revitalised and maintain
their unique identities;



Villages support a strong tourism base
around local produce, arts, and,
culture and nature experiences, and to
enhance and grow Rainbow; and



Promote
and
create
improved
business opportunities through better
marketing and maximising tourism.

2.2 Mission Statement
Team Rainbow would like to unite Rainbow
Beach as a community, by connecting
Community and Clubs through Tourism,
Business and Sport with the intent to
welcome visitors who leave with a positive
memory of their experience as a holiday

Team Rainbow Inc
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2.4 Type of Business Structure
When Daz travelled to GG10 Paris, Ann-Marie
Team Rainbow is Incorporated (IA57202), took over as President, while Daz moved into
not-for-profit + Charity with DGR (Deductible the Secretary role.
Gift Recipient) status is in progress.
2.7 Membership
2.5 Competitive Strengths Analysis



Personalised style of service to members
Friendlier environment for members and
new-comers to Rainbow to be assisted In 2018, we continue to welcome new
with community orientation and support members to Team Rainbow.
Club and
members’ fantastic achievements
and
 No parochial disposition
celebrations are regularly uploaded to our
website and Facebook.
2.6 Team Rainbow Board Members
After the unwelcoming treatment at the This link lists some of the Team Rainbow
RBCT meeting, the following Officers were Membership Benefits.
elected at the first Team Rainbow Meeting,
in 2017:
3 Out-going President’s 2018 Report




Mr Michael Read: President
Ms Diana Journeaux: Secretary &
Public Officer
Ms Rachel Croker: Treasurer

Dr Darryl Gauld OAM

Michael, Rachel, Daz

The following Officers joined the Board in
2018:
In 2017, when I was first approached to
become Team Rainbow’s President, I
 Dr Darryl (Daz) Gauld OAM:
immediately thought about what I could
President & FGG Delegate 1
contribute.
 Ms Ann-Marie Lavers-Grimms:
Registrar
1 I believed that it was important to welcome
 Mr Phillip Horne: Treasurer & FGG
back to Rainbow Beach, the Double
Delegate 2
Triathlon event from the previous year,
 Ms Toni Bowley: Social Media
because TR had persistently convinced the
 Mr Matt Hall: Manager, Pride House organisers that participants would be warmly
Commonwealth Games 2018
welcomed, to Rainbow Beach.
 Ms Manasa Tripuraneni: Web
Manager

Team Rainbow Inc
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2 2018 was the 40th Anniversary of the
Mardi Gras Parade; so, what perfect timing
for a regional, interstate entry from a village
that thrives on tourism, to celebrate marriage
equality. However, after the angst at the
RBCT meeting, the Team Rainbow Board
decided not to proceed.

To all the volunteers who have helped to
make this year such a great success, my
sincere thanks, on behalf of the Board. Your
participation is a strong indication of your
support to ensure that Team Rainbow
remains a united force, eg at international
events.
This kind of enthusiasm and
participation from volunteers is essential, in
order to promote our member Clubs, to new
residents who relocate to Rainbow, each
month.

3 My partner and I have enjoyed every Gay
Games since Sydney 2002; so, we would
like to see others enjoy the same,
unforgettable experience, who may not
otherwise be able to do so. Therefore,
taking TR to Paris was an excellent way to I apologise in advance if anyone has been
take Rainbow to the World.
We had inadvertently omitted throughout this Annual
previously discussed this idea around town, Report.
since 2016 – see Section 7, below.
Some highlights of the past year will be
4 When no other organisation came forward reviewed with details provided in their
to Host Pride House, as part of the respective Sections, below.
Commonwealth Games 2018, TR voted to
proceed – see Section 6, below.
4. Treasurer’s Report – Phill Horne
5 Team Rainbow aims to unite Clubs and
organisations further, by benefitting from
having united promotional offers, insurances,
and from having one website, uniform, etc.
The Board has maintained sufficient Officers
to fulfil its complete programmes throughout
the year. With regret, we farewelled Michael
Read who resigned to prioritise his time with
his
growing
business
developments.
Likewise, Rachel Croker found that her
growing business did not avail her of the
time that she would like to have devoted to
TR. Diana Journeaux also found herself in
demand, at her Rainbow Beach Helicopters
business, but remained as TR’s Public
Officer.
4.1 Financial Position
To avoid some Directors fulfilling multiple
roles, new Board members are always
welcome and invited to nominate their
interest, so that Team Rainbow can continue
to maintain its support to promoting a healthy
lifestyle, to our inclusive community, in
whatever way feasible.
On 24 August 2018, Team Rainbow marked
its 1st anniversary since its incorporated
formation. Our continued presence on the
Rainbow scene is only due to the support
from our sponsors, volunteers, and
members.

Team Rainbow Inc

Available funds will be used to provide
insurance (Public Liability $20m and
Voluntary Workers) and support to our core
activities that will depend upon member
contributions.
An Application is in progress for Team
Rainbow to have Deductible Gift Recipient
status as a charity organisation.
Financial Statements are available upon
request.
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4.2 Sponsorship

their very informative Cooloola Coast Realty
Roundup.

As always, we thank our sponsors:
Queensland Government, The Star Gold 5.2 Uniforms, Badges, Banners
Coast, pwc, and others, for their continued
support of inclusive sport.
Thanks again, to Christie Wagenknecht,
Soda Graphics for beautifully designing TR’s
With the on-going help, Team Rainbow has uniform, especially for local and international
been able to meet its financial commitments events:
throughout the year.
Other Community
Organisations provide financial, media and inkind support to both Team Rainbow and its
member organisations. Thank you, sincerely,
for allowing us the opportunity to foster
inclusive sport and other events.
5. Marketing Tools – Manasa Tripuraneni
5.1 Website & Facebook
A website is often a potential visitor’s first port
of call and will influence any decisions when
deciding to visit a destination.
Team
Rainbow’s website is friendly, welcoming and
comprehensive with a large amount of
information.
WordPress has enabled a striking look to our
website, complete with a background image.
WordPress has also enabled us to use various
plug-ins for membership registration, contact
forms and other links, eg to Facebook.
And for also designing TR’s badges that
All coming events and other items of general
have now been widely distributed and
interest are notified to our membership
shared around the World:
through our Team Rainbow Facebook that is
receiving unprecedented ‘hits’ and ‘Likes’ from
well, around the World and, of course, our
Team Rainbow website.
Toni and Ann-Marie have done an excellent
job, by interactively keeping members
informed via Facebook.
Significant improvements to our website made
it easier to keep members informed, renew
memberships, etc. Please ensure that you
share your next event with us, to add to the
growing interest in sport and other events, in
our area.
Thank you, also, to Dee and Andy White
who have kindly provided TR with the link to

Team Rainbow Inc
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Thank you also to Tony and Jane Cowden wider events and activities for Lesbian, Gay,
from Tin Can Bay Signs for designing TR’s Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex, Queer, and
banners:
‘Other’ (LGBTIQ+) visitors, from 28 March to
15 April 2018. The initiative built upon the
tradition and success of Pride Houses during
previous Winter and Summer Olympic
Games and Commonwealth Games.

Team Brisbane @ Pride House

6 Pride House – Matt Hall

Hugh Torrance, Executive Director, LEAP
Sports Glasgow Scotland, where the
previous ComGames Pride House was held
wrote to Daz, when he was President of
Team Sydney Inc, to ask if there was a
group planning a Pride House for 2018.
After no one came forward, Team Rainbow
appointed Mr Matt Hall, Australia’s first out
AFL player who project managed Pride
House.
Pride House was hosted by Team Rainbow
Inc who acted as the Trustee for the coalition
of community organisations behind the
project, by providing essential support through
both financial and staff time contributions, as
well as effectively managing funds from
government and corporate sponsors. Pride
House was a first for Australia.

Pride House had on display two exhibitions
(LGBTIQ+ People of the Commonwealth
Exhibition), curated by Scott Cuthbertson
and
Australian
LGBTIQ+
Sporting
Trailblazers, curated by Nick Henderson
2018 Pride House Gold Coast (Pride House) from the Australian Lesbian & Gay Archives)
was an inclusive space for anyone who and
brought
together
LGBTIQ+
came
to
the
Gold
Coast
2018 entertainment and performances.
Commonwealth Games (GC2018), a place
to find information and advice about the

Team Rainbow Inc
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actively demonstrate the State
government’s commitment to its
2017-22 LGBTIQ+ inclusion strategy



support the aspirations of the
Embracing 2018 legacy program



position the Gold Coast/Queensland
as an inclusive destination locally,
nationally
and
internationally,
especially Rainbow Beach



provide an opportunity to leverage
State government initiatives and
events, eg conduct LGBTIQ+ youth
activities at Pride House, in the last
week of the Games, aligning with
Queensland Youth Week



increase greater understanding and
acceptance of those who identify as
LGBTIQ+, with particular emphasis on
involvement in sport and recreation
communities.

The Meetings were attended by stakeholders
representing:


















GOLDOC – The Gold Coast 2018
Commonwealth Games Corporation
Office of Commonwealth Games –
Jennie O’Connor, Program Manager,
Legacy
Partnerships
and
Engagement
Team Rainbow Incorporated
The Star Gold Coast – Roger
Gatchalian, Marketing Director
PwC – Rob Leonard, Consultant
Queensland Police Service and other
Queensland
Government
representatives
Ambassadors – Natalie Cook,
Matthew Mitcham, Ji Wallace
Griffith University Pride
LGBTI Legal Service (Brisbane)
Pride in Sport/ACON
Queensland AIDS Council
Proud 2 Play
HOTA (Home of the Arts) Gold Coast
– Emma-June Curik, Producer
Young Leaders Embracing 2018
(YLE18) Committee
Pride House International local GC
delegate
Intersex, Transgender, Indigenous
representatives and LGBTIQ Human
Rights Activists

All events were open to the general public and
contributed to many participants who went on
to attend GG10 Paris, join a local sporting
team or as Sally did, host the first Pride Cup in
Queensland (see Section 6.1.6).
Most events were free but some had a small
admission fee to help cover the cost of the
day.

The following outcomes for the sponsorship
Pride House show-cased a wide range of
of this initiative were met:
sports that encouraged beginners right

Team Rainbow Inc
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through to experienced players, to ‘get back
in the game’. The aim of Pride House was to
promote the enjoyment of sports and a
healthy lifestyle that complements TR’s
Mission Statement.

Legacy Panel. Guests were given a short
history and motivation behind the instigation
of the inaugural, Team Rainbow participation
in GG10 Paris. For the first time in history,
new sporting teams have registered their
participation from Queensland, to join Team
Rainbow or Team Brisbane.

Thank you to 30+ volunteers who helped to
staff the Team Rainbow Pride House
including introducing new Clubs and Team Rainbow continues to work with future
escorting individual enquiries to specific Pride House organisers, working as part of
Clubs, under the leadership of Mr Ken the Pride House International movement.
Moala.
6.1.1 Team Rainbow Stairway to the Beach

2018 Pride House Gold Coast was proudly
supported by The Star Gold Coast, PwC and
the Queensland Government.
The full Pride House Legacy Report is
available on TR’s Facebook and website.
6.1 Pride House Legacy
Team Rainbow’s President presented on the
next big sporting event on the LGBTIQ+
calendar – Gay Games 10 Paris, 4-12
August 2018 and Convened a separate,

Team Rainbow Inc

Sponsorship
from
the
Queensland
Government, The Star and pwc also enabled
a legacy plaque that was agreed to be
positioned at the entrance, to the Team
Rainbow Stairway to the Beach at Rainbow
Beach, the home of Team Rainbow Inc with
the following inscription:
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2018 Pride House Gold Coast
Commonwealth Games
Hosted by Team Rainbow
First Pride House in Australia

Team Rainbow is still waiting for our local
Council to approve a location for the plaque;
meanwhile, how is this image, in the middle
of the night, explained and justified?

 11/8/17 received email from Tony Stewart
Secretary of RBCT re just do it as quoted
by Cr Mark McDonald at a RBCT meeting
 18/5/18 stairs painted for Pride House
Commonwealth Games 2018 Legacy with
over 5000 views on the internet
 28/6/18 emailed Council (Ed French)
plaque details; pics of graffiti vandal
 30/6/18 stairs prepared for removal of
graffiti as per agreement with Council
 31/7/18 flair-up on TR’s FB page; the
stairs were vandalised; Leanne Modin
was seen with Bron Knofke changing
the stairs colours and adding graffiti
 1/08/18 Ann-Marie visited by Michael, RB
Police Officer who confirmed knowledge
about the flair-up and on-line admissions
 2/08/18 ‘How good is living’ sticker placed
on courtyard seat near Inspire Business
 11/8/18 Bron Knofke shouted “Oh, there’s
TR moaners" at TR’s Triathlon BBQ
 22/08/18 Michael, RB Police Officer met
again with Ann-Marie

6.1.2 Media Coverage – Roger Gatchalian
Why would the local Police Sergeant appear
with thumbs up, supporting graffiti of a
Queensland Government sponsored work of
art Legacy? Team Rainbow’s Sponsorship
Agreement included “providing the State with
images of the initiative accompanied by
signed photo consent”.
Team Rainbow
delivered its initiative as per the Sponsorship
Agreement with this chain of events:
 8/8/17 emailed Council with stair ideas
 9/8/17 recd ID 1946216 from Council

Team Rainbow Inc

Media coverage continues from around the
World. It is noted that the first media to be
provided with the Pride House Media
Release was the only daily newspaper
where Team Rainbow is based, but its
Editors confirmed that, “We decided at the
time not to run the story as we really are just
a hyper-local paper with very limited space
and anything we ran about the Games was
centrally generated by NewsCorp”.
Regardless, other media from around the
World thought, differently; here are some
examples:
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https://mypolice.qld.gov.au/goldcoast/2018/0
3/29/pride-house-2018-launches-on-the-gc/
7 NEWS GOLD COAST: Gold Coast to host
GOLD COAST BULLETIN: First Pride
Pride House (8 December 2017)
House International officially opens on the
https://www.facebook.com/7NewsGoldCoast Gold Coast (30 March 2018)
/videos/1474443269321023/
https://www.goldcoastbulletin.com.au/sport/c
INSIDE THE GAMES: Gold Coast 2018 to ommonwealth-games/first-pride-housebe focus of Australia's first-ever Pride House international-officially-opens-on-the-goldcoast/newsInternational (15 December 2017)
story/77999838c0a3324e0d3ab8903da1a3d
https://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1059 e?login=1
141/gold-coast-2018-to-be-focus-ofaustralias-first-ever-pride-house-international STAR OBSERVER: Australia's first ever
Pride
House
will
open
for
the
JOY 94.9: Gold Coast Pride House for 2018 Commonwealth Games (30 March 2018)
Commonwealth Games (17 December 2017)
http://www.starobserver.com.au/news/nation
https://joy.org.au/theinformer/2017/12/18/gol al-news/queensland-news/pride-houseopening-commonwealth-games/167442
d-coast-pride-house-2018-commonwealthgames/
AUSTRALIAN PRIDE NETWORK: Pride
https://joy.org.au/theinformer/2018/04/09/the House opens for Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games (3 April 2018)
-difference-being-an-out-athlete-makes-atale-of-two-matts/
http://australianpridenetwork.com.au/prideQ NEWS: Commonwealth Games ‘Pride house-opens-for-gold-coast-commonwealthHouse’ To Launch on Gold Coast (22 March games/
2018)
THE DAILY TELEGRAPH: Commonwealth
https://www.qnews.com.au/commonwealth- Games 2018: Matthew Mitcham says being
games-pride-house-to-launch-on-gold-coast/ openly gay helped his career (7 April 2018) PH mention
INSIDE THE GAMES: CGF hopeful Pride
House at Gold Coast 2018 will help change https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/sport/com
Commonwealth attitudes to homosexuality monwealthgames/confidential/commonwealth-games(28 March 2018)
2018-matthew-mitcham-says-being-openlyhttps://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1063 gay-helped-his-career/newsstory/66ab08979f8b37b9667aed7bade338c6
186/cgf-hopeful-pride-house-at-gold-coast2018-will-help-change-commonwealthattitudes-to-homosexuality

GOLD COAST BULLETIN: Drag queen
story hour to delight curious children (9 April
YAHOO: Pride bar launched for GC Comm 2018)
Games (28 March 2018)
https://www.goldcoastbulletin.com.au/sport/c
https://au.sports.yahoo.com/a/39658785/prid ommonwealth-games/drag-queen-storyhour-to-delight-curious-children/newse-bar-launched-for-gc-comm-games/
story/46da827911b4e7a10cb976bfc34badd5
myPolice Gold Coast: Pride House 2018
THE WIRE: LGBTIQ Trailblazing (11 April
launches on the GC! (29 March 2018)
2018)

Team Rainbow Inc
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http://thewire.org.au/story/lgbtiq-trailblazing/
BARRIER DAILY TRUTH, BROKEN HILL:
THE GUARDIAN: 'Cheering on their own Kirsti leads the way (21 April 2018)
team': how the Gold Coast has welcomed https://bdtruth.com.au/main/news/article/959
5-Kirsti-leads-the-way.html
LGBTI athletes (12 April 2018)
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/apr/ HAANJI.COM.AU: 2018 Pride House Gold
Coast, hosted by Team Rainbow (6 May
12/cheering-on-their-own-team-how-the2018)
gold-coast-has-welcomed-lgbti-athletes
http://www.haanji.com.au/2018-pride-houseBBC
SPORTSCENE:
Interview
with gold-coast-hosted-by-team-rainbow/
Matthew Mitcham and Matt Hall (12 April
2018)
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0642xq3
SBS: Games push LGBTIQ+ rights around
the Commonwealth (13 April 2018)
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/games-pushlgbtiq-rights-around-the-commonwealth
BBC: Commonwealth Games: Tom Daley 6.1.3 Queensland Government
calls
on
nations
to
decriminalise
homosexuality (13 April 2018) - PH mention Superintendent, Commander David G G
Tucker from the Queensland Police Service
spoke about some of the proactive aspects
http://www.bbc.com/sport/commonwealththat the Queensland Government is
games/43750056
delivering, eg in 2018, a Rainbow Liaison
GOLD COAST BULLETIN: Pride House Program to support public service employees
celebrations: Courtney Act, Marcia Hines is being developed with the focus on regional
and Beccy Cole join athletes for Gold Coast involvement – “allowing people to come to
Commonwealth Games pride celebration (13 work as whole persons and not face
discrimination as they did in the past”.
April 2018)
https://www.goldcoastbulletin.com.au/news/g
old-coast/pride-house-celebrations-courtneyact-marcia-hines-and-beccy-cole-joinathletes-for-gold-coast-commonwealthgames-pride-celebration/newsstory/2a327a4c07cc3c3b09932fa17f328f09

6.1.4 Members of the Audience

Members of the audience were invited to
speak, including a current Deputy Principal
of an independent high school, who
commented that: “Queensland still has a
long way to go in terms of equity and
THE AREA NEWS: I'm free to be me on the appreciation of LGBTIQ. In schools, healthy
role models are essential and OUT teachers
Gold Coast: Daley (13 April 2018)
portray a healthy, happy attitude to their
https://www.areanews.com.au/story/5341656 disposition. Young men and women must
enjoy the basic human right to accept
/im-free-to-be-me-on-the-gold-coast-daley/
themselves and be happy and healthy; as
well
as
including
the
heterosexual
HATCH@MACLEAY: Gold Coast 2018: the
community to also accept all individuals.
inclusion games (20 April 2018)
When the suicide rates among our LGBTIQ
community are far in excess of other rates in
http://hatch.macleay.net/gold-coast-2018other areas, the issues need to be
the-inclusion-games/
addressed consistently and constantly with
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appropriate measures taken, developed and 6.1.6 QLD’s First AFL Pride Cup Match
-- Sally Crosswell
implemented, to secure a better future for all
of these beautiful people. Well done Pride
House!
Motivated by Pride House, Queensland’s
first AFL Pride Cup match was held on the
Dr Darryl Gauld OAM, the Moderator of the Gold Coast on 28 July 2018.
Sally
Panel shared some of his experiences with Crosswell, Coordinator took the initiative to
the Panel and audience, while he presented celebrate inclusion and diversity in sport and
them with a question to think about. He send a message to LGBTIQ players and
commented that: “It is great to support a fans that they’re welcome and accepted,
local Pride March, but Australia has one of playing as the Rainbow Roos for the
the largest civil rights protest marches in the competition.
world – The Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi
Gras Parade, the perfect opportunity for
organisations, especially schools, to walk the
talk, because actions speak louder than
words, instead of just claiming that they are
inclusive. So, as more ‘private’ schools
claim to be ‘inclusive’, in place of their more
favoured word of the previous decade,
‘exclusive’; Why don’t more schools
participate and demonstrate their inclusivity?
6.1.5 Team Rainbow Welcomes Team
Vancouver
Straight after the success of Pride House,
Team Rainbow welcomed Team Vancouver
to Rainbow, attending a TR meeting @
Coffee Rocks, once again, complementing
TR’s Mission Statement:

Team Rainbow Inc

6.1.7 Trailblazers’ Exhibition
The Pride House Trailblazers’ Exhibition is
now on display at PwC’s offices. It is then
earmarked for display at Libraries, including
Regional Art Galleries or Libraries. Look out
Rainbow Beach!
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Team Rainbow’s aim was:
Participation,
Inclusion and Personal Best! To top it off, we
won Gold and Silver medals.

The usual World media coverage was
extensive, before, during, and after the
Games, including from Australia, eg:
7 Gay Games 10 Paris
https://www.facebook.com/SydneySilverbacks
/videos/1777308018983283/UzpfSTg1MDQz
On 4 August 2018, Team Rainbow marched
MzIyNTE2MTg5NDo5NTA3NTk5NjE3OTU4O
into the Opening Ceremony with 16
DY/
representatives
(Singapore
had
one
participant), to experience what many others
have done in the past – to compete in a http://www.abc.net.au/radio/programs/overnig
uniquely inclusive, international sporting hts/gay-games-take-over-paris/10109148
event.

Team Rainbow Inc
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https://au.news.yahoo.com/colourful-parade- onslaught of hundreds of visitors, plus their
opens-10th-gay-games-paris-215551705-supporters and plan, accordingly.
spt.html
8.1 Community Engagements
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-08-04/thegay-games-australia-past-and-presentBBQ: THANK YOU to so many people who
competitors/10055596
made TR’s BBQ a huge success at
Rainbow’s Community Hall, on 11 August
2018!
Although Team Rainbow had a greater
representation than Japan, local Cooloola
coverage was ignored.
8 Rainbow Beach Double Triathlon
Ann-Marie Lavers-Grimm

Thank you to Bob Gudge, Carmel Darcey,
Toni and Claire Bowley who staffed the BBQ
and; Jay Kent, Ros & Peter Raynes, Chris
Smith, Tyrone Grimstone, Amanda Glanz,
Rainbow’s
Directors
extend
Julie Venn, Rob & Leigh Medcalf, Less Milne Team
congratulations
to
everyone
involved
in
and Teah Mallo who staffed the Triathlon.
making the week-end, fun and a resounding
success.
9 International Sporting Events
There are fantastic opportunities ahead for
Team Rainbow Clubs to compete in
international events.
9.1 Federation of Gay Games

The Fraser Coast daily newspaper promoted
the Double Triathlon in the lead-up to the
event, although this paper cannot be
purchased in Rainbow Beach. Whereas,
Rainbow’s daily newspaper, the Gympie
Times ran a story, on the day of the event
stating that there would be 160 competitors –
there were over 300 participants who
represented their respective Clubs!

In 2017, Team Rainbow voted unanimously,
to maintain an active membership of the
international sporting body: Federation of
Gay Games. Team Rainbow is now a full
member with two voting rights.

Regardless, this link demonstrates that the
long running local 'Fishing Classic' was Team Rainbow supports this move forward
promoted, beforehand. Such forewarning to the benefit of all sportspeople in our small,
would enable residents to anticipate an but growing, inclusive community.

Team Rainbow Inc
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9.2 Federation of Gay Games AGA

work directly from many perspectives. As
their interpretation is constantly changing
Team Rainbow’s delegates (Daz and Phill) within the art work itself, the works are
attended the 12 August 2018 AGA (Annual aesthetically appealing with delineation of
General Assembly), in Paris, France and space and shape incorporating colour and
sound.
Suspended from trusses, the
voted on many decisions.
reflective properties of the materials result in
emanating extrusions of light and sound
evolving from the sculpture. Images and
video are projected onto acrylic screens and
mirrors incorporating related objects defining
the overall sculpture.
The images and video are designed to
stimulate and challenge the audience with
subtle messages and conveyance of theme
through the variety of projections, screens
and mirrors. Interactivity is an interesting
Team Paris did an excellent job in organising
the AGA and GG10 Paris, especially Ms aspect of art expression and is incorporated
through audience perception changing within
Emy Ritt and Mr Manuel Picaud!
the space of the sculpture. As people move
9.3 World Masters Games 2021
through different points within the work, the
Kansai, Japan: 14-30 May 2021 34 Sports visual interpretation changes -- at night, the
reflections and emanations produce a
9.4 Hong Kong 2022 Gay Games
spectacular
“playground”,
to
observe
Hong Kong, Nov 2022 36 Sports
externally and internally.
10 Upcoming Team Rainbow Events
10.1 Rainbow Beach Double Triathlon ’19

Paul envisages the Playground concept to
add to the beauty and charm of the existing
Rainbow Beach façade, incorporating the
diversity of people and place, evident at
Rainbow Beach. The size of the works
facilitates the playground concept as an artplay space installation that will produce
enjoyment of the art experience for all to
marvel.

Team Rainbow will again sponsor the
Rainbow Beach Double Triathlon in 2019.
Team Rainbow continues to encourage and
promote inclusive sporting activities as part
of promoting Rainbow Beach.
Team
Rainbow aims to showcase a wide range of
sports for beginners right through to 10.3 FGG Annual General Assembly
experienced players. This is another event
by which we promote fun with sport and a Team Rainbow will, once again, be attending
and participating in this important meeting
healthy lifestyle.
that is being held in Oct/Nov 2019, in
Guadalajara, Mexico.
10.2 Sculpture by the Beach –
“Playground” – Paul D Hagan
10.4 Karaoke in the Park
The playground concept was visualised as
an idea for light and sound festivals around
the world. The playgrounds are designed to
be interactive art spaces incorporating the
elements of fun and artistic expression with
the audience wandering or observing the

Team Rainbow Inc

If the town is supportive, Team Rainbow
would like to commence preparations, in
2019, to host Karaoke in the Park, in 2020.
This event is intended to welcome tourists
and provide friendly entertainment, and make
better use of the village’s Community Centre.
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11 Our Sponsors and Volunteers

We gratefully thank our sponsors who help us promote sports
and healthy lifestyles within our inclusive community

We also thank our volunteers and acknowledge the work being done by those
in our member organisations and those who directly assist Team Rainbow

working together

Team Rainbow Inc
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12 Financial Statements (available upon request and presented at the AGM)
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